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Abstract. This paper describes the usage of component diagram like models
for the analysis and design of dependencies in multi-agent systems. As in other
software paradigms also in multi-agent-based applications there exist dependen-
cies between offered and required services, respectively the agents that offer or
require those services. In simple settings it seems superfluous to model or ana-
lyze those dependencies explicitly because they are obvious. In complex settings,
however, these dependencies can grow rather confusingly big and can cause mis-
understandings among the developers of the system. Here it is useful to achieve a
visualization of those dependencies by analyzing the given multi-agent applica-
tion and displaying these in a diagram. The diagram gives a clear illustration of
the overall structure of the system and therefore forms a basis for the discussion
of the architecture. In addition, the diagram may be used for the documentation
of the system. A dependency diagram technique together with a tool integration
is presented in this paper.

1 Introduction

One key factor for the successful operation of multi-agent systems is the smooth com-
munication between the agents. Usually, interactions are modeled in detail using inter-
action diagrams and agent protocols [1,9,12]. Static aspects of the system are often not
modeled explicitly, although they are important for the understanding of the structural
architecture of the multi-agent system. One example of such static aspects is the depen-
dency relation that exists between agents. In order to attain a goal, most agents have
to communicate with other agents. Thus there exists a dependencies between agents in
almost every multi-agent system, which are related to the interaction structure of the
system.

During the development of several multi-agent applications in our teaching projects
we recognized that the absence of a model illustrating the overall structure of the system
turns out to be a big problem. For example often there are diverse opinions among the
developers which agent has to initiate a particular interaction. This is our motivation to
model the dependencies with a UML component diagram, which are modified to some
extend by adjusting the syntax to fulfill our needs. Surely this calls for tool integration
and for that reason we have developed a plugin for RENEW [11].

In MULAN [13], offered and required services are explicitly defined in the agent’s
configuration file (the agents initial knowledge base). Our plugin manages to use this
source to generate a dependency diagram. Another benefit of the tool is that it offers
synchronization between the dependency diagram and the agent’s configuration file.
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We start this paper by pointing out that during the design of agent services the right
level of abstraction and its variation is of great importance to the results in system de-
sign. More than one type of dependency may exist among agentsand services. Thus,
we distinguish between soft and hard dependencies in Section 2. We propose the depen-
dency diagram for the modeling of hard service dependencies, which is a variation of
the UML component diagram. Section 3 presents the dependency diagram that shows
clearly the dependency hierarchy of agents. Finally, we present the tool for the genera-
tion of the dependency diagram from MULAN knowledge base files. With this RENEW

plugin it is also possible to create new dependency diagramsor edit existing diagrams
(Section 4).

2 Service Dependencies

In the context of multi-agent systems we understand services as collections of agent
actions that serve a common purpose. A service is realized byone or more agent proto-
cols. In general a service may be requested by other agents. This implies an interaction
of (at least) one agent with (at least) one other agent. As a consequence, to be able to
access a service, its interface has to be published.

During the design phase of the system the developers have to decide on the level of
abstraction of the services and their published interface.

Let us consider for example an agent that plays board-games.We can describe the
services of the agent on a very abstract level and say the service isplaying board-games.
On a very low level of abstraction we can describe the services of the agent through the
actions he performs, so we say the agent offers services likethrow dice, move peg, and
so on.

The challenge for the developers is to find theright level of abstraction, that is
abstract enough to get an idea of the offered services as a whole and detailed enough
to recognize if two agents perform similar tasks. Through their flexibility in regard to
the choice of the level of abstraction the services are suitable for modeling the overall
structure of big as well as small systems without getting toocomplex or too trivial
representations in the modeled diagrams. Most agents use services of other agents to
accomplish their goals or even to provide their own services(by delegation). Thus, if an
agent requires a service from another agent, we recognize a dependency between agent
and offered service.

We distinguish between hard/static dependencies and soft/dynamic dependencies.
Hard dependencies are explicitly specified by the developer. In MULAN /CAPA applica-
tions they are defined in the initial knowledge base file. The hard dependencies describe
a minimum set of services that are required by an agent to do something useful. Another
type of dependencies between agents are soft dependencies,which give a description
of the communication structure between agents. If an agent requires an answer from
another agent within a conversation, there exists a soft dependency between those two
agents. The schemas of the conversations are typically defined as interaction proto-
cols [9]. We apprehend protocols as implementations of a complex agent actions that
are assigned to one or more services. Thus soft dependenciescan also be regarded as de-
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Fig. 1. FIPA Request protocol and a representation of dependencies.

pendencies between agents and services. In this paper we propose a modeling technique
for hard dependencies. We do not deal with soft dependencies.

We recognize a dependency between an agent and a service thatis offered by an-
other agent, if the first agent starts an interaction with thesecond agent. To illustrate
this we use the well known FIPA Request protocol [10] presented in Figure 1. The Par-
ticipant in the Request protocol offers a service to performa certain task – lets say the
serviceparticipate. The Requester wishes a taskparticipateto be performed by the Par-
ticipant. This implies that the Requester sends a message tothe Participant and waits
for an answer. The service offered by the Participant is completed with an answer to
the initial request. Thus a hard dependency exists, which ismodeled in the right part of
the figure as a fragment of a dependency diagram. Services canbe required by several
agent and they can also be offered by multiple agents. Thus, the dependency does not
exist directly between the two agents, instead – as pointed out above – the dependency
exist between an agent and an offered service.

In general, we seek for a hierarchical structure in a dependency diagram. This allows
for code reuse in the system, composability and easy reconfiguration. Interdependen-
cies (cyclic dependencies) between agents are undesired, first because they can cause
deadlocks in the systems configuration and second because they complicate the substi-
tution of agents. We believe that the explicit modelling findsuch problematic aspects in
a system design and help the developer to eliminate them.

3 Modeling Service Dependencies

We model hard dependencies with adapted UML component diagrams. Usually, com-
ponent diagrams are used to model the constitution of replaceable software constructs
and their relationships. Other parts of the component diagram are classes, objects and
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interfaces [15, p. 139-171]. In the following section we describe how the elements of
the agent’s context (i.e. agents, services and the dependency relations) can be modeled
with elements of the component diagram. In doing so we also highlight the differences
between the elements and suggest special notations where itseems useful.

A service is an abstraction of a set of (complex) agent actions that serve a common
purpose. Several services may be provided by one agent and several agents may offer
the same services. This definition is very similar to the definition of interface in the
UML superstructure [15, p. 82]: "An interface is a kind of classifier that represents a
declaration of a set of coherent public features and obligations. An interface specifies a
contract; any instance of a classifier that realizes the interface must fulfill that contract."
So we model services as an interface but add the stereotype “service”. We make this
distinction for two reasons. First an agent has in contrast to an object the ability to
break contracts, so services are indeed also an obligation to fulfill a specified tasks but
there is no definitive certainty that this will be done. Another reason is that we would
like to use the agent and service figures together with the regular class and interface
notation and the introduction of a new stereotype gives us the ability to do so without
getting confused about the terms.

Agents are modeled as special components. For the same reasons as described above
we use the stereotype«agent» for the agent components. Note that the agent figures
in the diagram describe the static configuration of the agents, not the agent instances at
runtime.

The relation between interfaces and components is modeled in a UML component
diagram by an arc. Offered interfaces are connected to the component via a dashed arc
with a closed triangle top, which points to the interface. This notation is also practical
for representing the relation between agents and their offered services. To model re-
quired interfaces the component diagram uses a dashed arc with the stereotype«use»
and an open triangle top that also points to the interface. Insection 2 we pointed out the
benefits of hierarchical dependencies. To get a dependency diagram with a hierarchical
layout we use an arc that points in the opposite direction to connect agents with their
required services. As for the service elements we introducethe stereotypes«offers»
and«requiredBy» to emphasize the affiliation of the relation elements to the agent
context.

Figure 2 shows a dependency diagram as described above. To better distinguish
between agents and services the agent figures are highlighted by a colored background.

The figure shows a snapshot of a workflow management system in development,
giving an overview of the agents in the system. In addition, adeveloper can easily iden-
tify potentially problematic areas. In this example we find two problems: First, between
the agentsAdministration andClientInteraction exists a two-way depen-
dency. A two-way dependency may indicate that the agents could be implemented as
one agent or, as in this case, the developers of one agent havea misconception of the
tasks of the agent. Second, the agentWfenact is not connected to the other agents. An
isolated agent means that this agent does not interact with other agents of the system.
Here, this situation is not intended. Both situations are therefore undesired and should
be changed in the further development process. The developer may be supported in
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Fig. 2. Dependencies of the distributed workflow management systemin development.

finding such structural anomalies automatically by the modeling tool that is described
in the next section.

4 Tool Description

The dependency diagram tool is a plugin for RENEW [11]. The plugin has two main
functionalities. First, it generates the dependency diagram from existing MULAN

knowledge base files. Second, it offers tools for creating and editing dependency di-
agrams.

Figure 3 shows a screen shot of the development of the workflowmanagement sys-
tem with the dependency diagram tool. In the upper left corner is the RENEW menu
bar with the standard palettes and the dependency diagram palette. Beneath, the depen-
dency diagram is shown. In the diagram the agent figureUser is selected. The right
hand side of the figure shows the knowledge base editor (KBE) with the knowledge
base of the agentUser.

For generating a diagram the tool searches (recursively) for knowledge base files
in a user-defined directory. For each knowledge base found anagent figure is created.
A knowledge base contains a list of offered services and a list of the agent’s required
services. For each service in the lists the corresponding service figure and the agent
figure are connected. A new service figure is created, if the service is not already present
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Fig. 3. Screen shot of the development with the dependency diagram tool.

in the drawing. For the user’s convenience the tool providesa simple automatic layout
mechanism.

In addition to the possibility to use all standard drawing tools of RENEW the plugin
offers some new editing functions. These are offered as three tools for editing depen-
dency diagrams: an agent figure tool, a service figure tool anda dependency connection
tool (see the last three items in the lower RENEW tool bar in Figure 3). The dependency
connection tool is used for drawing the arcs between agent and service figures. The ar-
row type and the inscription depend on the direction of the arc – see Section 3. Arrows
are adapted automatically while they are drawn so that the two arc types can be drawn
with the same tool.

A special function of the dependency diagram is the KBE handle, which is part of
the agent figure. With a click on the handle (a blue arc in the bottom right corner of
the figure that is visible when the figure is selected), the knowledge base of the agent
is opened in the KBE for further inspection or editing. This is especially useful for
debugging purposes.

By first generating a dependency diagram and then editing it,one faces an inconsis-
tency between the diagram and the code it is generated from. To minimize such conflicts
between diagrams and knowledge bases a round-trip engineering system was realized.
It preserves the consistency of knowledge bases and dependency diagram by automati-
cally transferring every change in the dependency diagram to the knowledge bases. For
example, when the serviceadministration is connected to the agentUser via a
dependency arc, a new service-description is inserted in the list of the required services
in the knowledge base. This also works in the other direction. However, changes in the
knowledge base are not transferred immediately to the dependency diagram, but as soon
as the knowledge base is saved.

A detailed description of the dependency diagram tool and the round-trip engineer-
ing system can be found in [6].
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Fig. 4. Cutout of the renew plugin structure.

Usage in Other Domains

The dependency diagram tool is not bound to agent dependencies but can also be used
for modeling other component based, hierarchical structured systems. Another exam-
ple of such a hierarchical system in our context is the pluginstructure of RENEW. As
the agents in the MULAN -system every plugin contains a configuration file where the
required plugins are declared. Therefore the dependency diagram tool can be used for
generating a dependency diagram of the plugin structure without much additional ef-
fort. Unlike in the agent system also the dependencies of therequired plugins have to be
declared recursively. A function to remove this transitivearcs in the diagram is there-
fore very useful. The example in Figure 4 shows a cutout of theRENEW plugin structure
without transitive arcs.
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Similar to the agents’ knowledge bases in the MULAN -system every plugin in RE-
NEW contains a configuration file, in which required services aredeclared. Therefore,
the dependency diagram tool manages to generate dependencydiagrams of the plugin
dependency structure. However, in contrast to the multi-agent system also the depen-
dencies of the required plugins have to be recursively declared. A functionality to re-
move this transitive arcs in the diagram is therefore in thiscontext very useful and in
development. The example in Figure 4 shows a fragment of the RENEW plugin structure
without the manually removed transitive arcs.

5 Related Work

Our definition of hard dependencies is comparable with the definition of service depen-
dencies in [2]. A definition of soft dependencies can be foundin the PASSI method.
There a soft dependency exists if a service is not required, but “helpful or desirable”
[5, p. 6]. This notion conflicts with ours where soft dependencies subsume the hard
dependencies.

Most software developing methodologies contain a technique for modeling some
kind of dependencies between their components. In the following paragraph we
will consider two examples from the agent oriented context,TROPOS and AGR
(Agent/Group/Role) and have a look how the dependency diagram can be used in other
component based domains.

The TROPOS methodology distinguishes four kinds of dependencies between
agents, from hard dependencies (resource) to soft ones (soft-goal). [14] shows how
TROPOS dependency relations can be expressed in UML for realtime systems.

A hard dependency in our definition could be a resource dependency, a goal depen-
dency or a task dependency in TROPOS, depending on the kind ofservice. We want
to abstract as much as possible from the agent internals to get a clear image of the
system structure, so the distinction between different kind of services in matters of the
underlying action is not useful for our needs.

Another agent oriented modeling technique, that describesdependencies between
agents is AGR, which stands for Agent/Group/Role. In [8] theauthors show how the
organizational structure of an agent based system can be modeled using the AGR tech-
nique. One of the proposed diagrams, the organizational structure diagram, shows roles,
interactions and the relations between roles and interactions. This diagram is compara-
ble to the dependency diagram. In both diagrams an arc from anagent or respectively
the role the agent plays, means that the agent starts an interaction. Differences between
the diagrams come off additional elements in the organizational structure diagram. First
also the groups to which the roles belongs are modeled. Second, the situation that every
agent in a specific role must be member in another role is modeled as a direct relation
between the two roles. In MULAN /CAPA-Systems there are (for now) no elements like
groups or roles, so the advanced modeling possibilities of an organizational structure
diagram is not suitable in this context.

As well as in the agent context, also in other component basedsystems it is impor-
tant to model the dependencies between components. One example of a well known
component system is the Eclipse Framework with its numerousplugins. The visualisa-
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tion of the dependencies between different plugins is complex and no sufficient com-
mercial tools exist that can visualize the structure of the whole system appropriately.

6 Conclusions and Outlook

We presented a technique and a tool for explicit modeling of dependencies between
agents and services. The benefit from this technique is an intuitive diagram consisting
of only four elements. The use of the proposed diagram helps asoftware developer
to get an overview on the overall structure of the system and to identify desired or
undesired dependencies hidden in the source code. Furthermore, the diagram may be
used for design, presentation and documentation purposes.

With the dependency diagram tool and the round-trip engineering system develop-
ers can generate and use the dependency diagram without additional effort. The depen-
dency diagram always shows an up-to-date documentation of the system.

The dependency diagram can not be used only for showing dependencies between
agents but also for other components. The current version ofthe tool, for example, can
generate diagrams that show the RENEW plugin dependencies. Because the RENEW

plugins and the plugin system were conceptually based on agent technology, this addi-
tional functionality was achieved with very little effort (compare with [4]).

The dependency diagram tool can be extended in many directions. It is possible to
show additional informations of the knowledge bases such ascomments to the required
or offered services. The comments can be shown as UML note figures that are connected
to the corresponding agent figures.

Another interesting point is to analyze the connection between agent interaction
diagrams and dependency diagrams.

The work on dependency modeling presented in this paper is one building block
of a broader approach on agent-oriented software engineering based on Petri nets and
other graphical modeling formalisms. It includes researchin the context of MULAN ,
CAPA and also application development (see [3,7,13]).
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